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Chapter I 

 

 Introduction 

 

 
1.1 Background 
 

A productive transportation framework is a standout amongst the most indispensable components for 

the compelling advancement of a nation. Each working native of a nation surges towards their work 

environment so as to acquire a living and for driving a wonderful and tasteful life. Different classes of 

natives go outside, regardless of working days or ends of the week, for a few important things, for 

example, business, instruction, medicinal treatment, suit, recreation, and so on. In any case, while 

utilizing transportation, regardless of whether open or private, when they need to confront abundance 

activity clog, a few sorts of contamination alongside an erratic movement control framework, the 

adventure out and about turns out to be to some degree a daytime bad dream! What's more, the quantity 

of mishaps a disturbing number of mishaps on the parkways all through the nation is likewise a 

noteworthy concern. These are only disadvantages and challenges confronted identifying with 

transportation, while there are a few different parts which the legislature needs to manage. Things 

being what they are, eventually the inquiry emerges "Is it for all intents and purposes feasible for the 

legislature upon the present framework to manage and resolve such a significant number of issues 

looked in all divisions of a nation?". The appropriate response would be indeed, yet the inquiry settled 

most adequately and whether it would require a horrendously long investment for these to be settled 

or a generally shorter timeframe. So as to discover the conceivable answers for such imposing errands 

requires a broad measure of investigation, of which a few proposals incorporate the accompanying. 
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1.2 literature Review 
 

 

To prepare this thesis paper I have been used a lot of Juvenile justice Law related 

books, journals, articles, News Paper, Magazine. I have also have been collect data 

from internet. Most of the important books which have been cited here are as follows: 

Bangladesh Penal Code, 18960. Dhaka Tribune, Law journal. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

 

  Protect the value of RHD’s road and bridge assets;  

  Improve the connectivity of the road network; · Enhance and develop the strategic 

road network to meet economic and traffic growth targets;  

  Improve the Zila Road network to enhance connectivity to the country’s growth 

centres;  

  Improve road safety and reduce road accidents;  

  Provide environmental and social protection; and 

 Outline the institutional improvements required for RHD to deliver the above 
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1.4 Research Questions 

 What are the legal provision of The necessity of reforms and proper execution of 

the law concerning road traffic in Bangladesh ? 

 What is the trafficking system in Bangladesh ?  

 How can we solve this problem? 

 

 

1.5 Methodology of the Study 

To prepare the research paper I have been used some method and these are: firstly; I have consult 

with my research supervisor and discussed the outline of this work. As par the instruction of the 

supervisor, I have prepared the outline and began to work on it. Secondly I followed the 

analytical way. In this research paper I made some  analysis of  various  Case  laws  pronounced  

in  difference  national  and international Courts and Tribunals. Thirdly I followed the empirical 

way and Fourthly I searched internet and borrowed many information and documents from 

difference web site, reference books. 

 

1.6 Significance of this Research 

Safe driving is a matter of life and death. Taking even the smallest initiative to 

follow the laws and rules of the road can mean the difference between making it to 

your destination in one piece, or coping with tragedy in the wreckage of an 

accident. According to the California Office of Traffic Safety, California suffers an 

average of 3,000 traffic fatalities annually. Whereas some of these accidents may 

have been beyond anyone’s control, the majority of them happen under completely 

preventable circumstances. Practicing a few basic principles of awareness and 

precaution benefits every traveler and pedestrian on the road. At the end of the day, 

every driver has one job to do the moment they get behind the wheel – get to where 

they’re going. Here are a few tips to help improve your road safety. 
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Chapter II 

 

Traffic blockage 

 
Traffic blockage in the city, the capital of Bangladesh, comprising of a populace of roughly 21 

millions in only 124 squares miles (324 squares kilometers), is getting to be a standout amongst 

the most troublesome and baffling things confronted regular by each resident of this nation and is 

among the most thickly populated urban communities on the planet. Step by step the number is 

expanding and most piece of Dhaka is severely influenced by tremendous congested driving 

conditions. Because of congested driving conditions a generous part of working hours must be left 

on boulevards which in a roundabout way put unfriendly effect on the economy. It has progressed 

toward becoming piece of everybody's day by day life battle and a noteworthy worry to be 

managed by the legislature. Because of such over-populace, each conceivable activity of drawing 

out an answer taken by the administration gives off an impression of being diverting insufficient 

from the standpoint. Presently, the inquiry is the means by which to conceivably resolve it. 

Decentralization is a standout amongst the most fundamental necessities, however that would 

require point by point and long haul arranging by the administration as it might include a few 

working bodies and foundation of more secure interstates and urban regions for manufacturing 

plants and parts of concerned bodies to be scattered all through the nation. Without a doubt, the 

activities taken by our present government in developing a few flyovers all through Dhaka has 

decidedly change the standpoint of the whole transport framework. As per paper distributions and 

the general population reaction, a few minimal effort answers for Dhaka's movement blockage, for 

example, U-circles and underpasses ought to be given more consideration and need as these have 

ended up being powerful and helpful for a lion's share some portion of the concerned populace.  

 

Expanded interest out in the open transport foundation of an adequately sensible standard is 

imperatively critical so as to start quietness in people in general transport part. Robert Gallagher, 

a vehicle organizer and South Asia master, completed an examination and investigated that two 

main considerations add to Dhaka's present movement clog: absence of arranging and 

arrangement over earlier decades, and an over-dependence on autos because of a lacking open 

transportation framework. Gallagher inspected an elective situation that centers around more 

noteworthy interest in transport frameworks and foundation, which would alleviate the 

requirement for such a large number of room concentrated private autos, cruisers, auto-rickshaws 

and cycle-rickshaws. The situation expect indistinguishable measure of open spending from 

under the draft transport plan, yet with 9,001 additional transports. This would result in only 

100,010 extra vehicles by 2034, which is not exactly 33% of the number expect undar the 
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Revised Stratezic Transport Plan [RSTP] (authorized by the administration in 2015-16) 

technique. The elective alternative would possess impressively less street space, decrease activity 

clog, and lead to a normal movement speed of 14.5 km/h, sparing suburbanites much additional 

time.  

 

Additionally, starting the urgently required and huge Dhaca Metroo Railway Project for suchh a 

thickly popular capital like our own can be hailed as an achievement for us as it is utilized in 

many nations around the world. So as to manage such a noteworthy issue, further extreme 

advances are required to be taken by the administration, for example, decentralization by moving 

certain open workplaces and ventures which are not especially important in Dhaka City, despite 

the fact that this includes a few issues including security, cost, expanded issues for those 

included and may bring outrageous political and monetary discussion.  

 

Regardless, so as to manage the issue of movement blockage, strict utilization of activity rules is 

imperatively essential. Certain central point, for example, assigning stopping zones ought to be 

considered so as to adequately uphold the infringement of movement law and in the meantime 

thinking about the accommodation of individuals from the overall population, e.g. by making 

transport paths and upholding strict standards on transports through the concerned experts in 

securely ceasing at the designated transport stops rather than amidst the street which brings on 

additional activity interruption. As per area 91 of the Motors Vhicles Ordinance, 1984 under the 

hading of  expressed  

 

'The Government or any specialist approved for this benefit by the Government, in counsel with 

the nearby expert having purview in the zone concerned, decide put at which engine vehicles 

may stand either inconclusively or for a predetermined timeframe, and may decide the spots at 

which open administration vehicles may stop for a more extended time than is vital for the 

bringing up and setting down of travelers.'  

 

In this manner, certain apportioned stopping regions alongside essential stopping signs for 

engine vehicles should be given so as to think about the comfort of those utilizing private 

transportation. Despite the fact that it is beyond the realm of imagination to expect to permit 

parking spots of the considerable number of vehicles of the city, giving designated parking 

spaces where private stopping offices are not accessible would help with implementing the 

guidelines concerning infringement of stopping signs as all things considered not all vehicles 

would be in infringement but rather just explicit ones. Albeit open transport stops or stations of a 

sensible standard have and are being set up after some time, it is important for the Dhaka 

Transport Co-appointment Authority (DTCA) to guide general society transports to stop close to 

the applicable transport station so as to avoid superfluous activity clog while loading up and 

landing travelers from transports and additionally to guarantee their wellbeing. 1 
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Chapter III 

Pollution in Dhaka City 

m Despite the fact that few activities have been taken by the administration, including presenting 

the CNG auto-rickshaws, it is as yet disgraceful for us to find that Dhaka is a standout amongst 

the most dirtied urban communities on the planet. Air contamination is caused due to a few 

petroleum run open transports which emanate dim smoke alongside residue on streets. Commotion 

contamination, which incorporates chiefly horns from engine vehicles, is hard to control where 

there is over-populace and abundance activity clog. Despite the fact that a strict execution of the 

tenets is conceivable with a flat out restriction on utilizing horns, the utilization of horns by engine 

vehicles has turned into a need in the point of view of our nation so as to guarantee the wellbeing 

of others and to diminish the danger of mishaps caused. Furthermore, further air contamination is 

caused because of the expansive open refuse receptacles on the streets which make it much 

progressively troublesome and unfortunate to walk or go through a significant number of the 

streets in Dhaka City. Such contamination is causing genuinely antagonistic wellbeing impacts to 

walkers and other individuals who are influenced by it.  

 

The facts demonstrate that the administration has an extreme measure of work to do and a few 

activities including different tasks on the establishment of better sewerage funnels and the 

recreation of streets and pathways are in progress. There was a proposition to build up an 

exploration focus with current and solid labs for observing air toxins in Dhaka, which was 

presented by the Center. The proposition got an exploration concede of about BDT 34.4 million 

from. The venture was titled: "Building up an Air Quality Monitoring Center" which was 

facilitated by Dr. Shaheed Akhter Hussain, a teacher of the Department of Soil, Water and 

Environment.  

 

It isn't uncommon to find that pretty much every individual expects fast and noticeable 

advancement. All things considered, further measures for decreasing contamination incorporate 

entirely upholding the significant approving body of contamination causing and unfit vehicles are 

definitely not approved or allowed to be utilized as transportation in any open place. Furthermore, 

by methods for government approach and support, elective and eco-accommodating open 
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transports can be propelled and presented. The need of enrollment is expressed in segment 33 of 

the Vehicles Ordinance, 1983 as pursues  

 

'No individual will drive any engine vehicle and no proprietor of an engine vehicle will cause or 

allow the vehicle to be driven in any open place or in some other place to carry travelers or 

merchandise except if the vehicle is enrolled as per this section and the testament of enlistment of 

the vehicle has not been suspended or dropped and the vehicle conveys an enlistment stamp 

showed in the endorsed way.'  

 

In this manner, it very well may be referenced that with the help of the legislature in starting strict 

strategy on the concerned transport expert, it would be feasible for the authorization of the law 

concerning movement.1 

 

 

 

  

 

  

                                                            
1 http://populationof 2020population-of-dhaka-2017.html 
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Chapter IV 

 

Traffic framework system in Dhaka 

 
It might show up from a general outlook that over-populace in Dhaka city is the main purpose 

behind which the movement control framework gives off an impression of being running in an 

erratic way. That is in actuality not the situation, as there are different purposes behind which a 

few practical arrangements can be suggested. 

One model may incorporate, adopting a strict strategy through approach making in regards to 

driving an engine vehicle in an open place without a legitimate driving permit in break of area 4 

of the Vehicles Ordinance, 1984, for which the discipline is up to a most extreme detainment of 5 

months or a greatest fine of Tk.501/ - or both, as expressed under segment 138 of the Ordinance, 

1983. Driving an engine vehicle without a legitimate driving permit is illicit and also can cause a 

few issues, for example, underage or unpracticed people driving nearby transports or mentors on 

the parkways can put the lives of a few travelers in danger.  

 

As per area 93 of the Motor Vehicles Ordinance, 1983, the applicable law concerning the 

obligation to obey activity signs is set down as-  

 

'(1) Each driver of an engine vehicle will drive the vehicle in similarity with any sign given by a 

required movement sign and in congruity with the driving controls put forward in the Tenth 

Schedule, and will conform to all bearings given to him by any cop for the time being occupied 

with the direction of activity in any open place.  

 

(2) In this area "compulsory activity sign" implies a movement sign incorporated into section An 

of the Ninth Schedule, or any movement indication of comparable frame, in other words, 

comprising of or including a round plate showing a gadget, word or figure and having a red ground 

or fringe raised to regulate engine vehicle activity under sub segment (1) of segment 92.  

 

(3) Each driver of an engine vehicle will stop on the fitting line close to each person on foot 

crossing so stamped where there is a passerby on the intersection. 
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The important activity law of the obligation to obey movement signs has been set down in a 

somewhat summed up setting. So as to legitimately implement the law concerning activity, the 

need of explicit lawful arrangements, including model discipline for infringement of those 

arrangements, is fundamental. For instance, explicit arrangements concerning infringement of 

movement police motions by open transports, private autos, auto-rickshaws, rickshaws, bikes and 

different vehicles alongside the explicit discipline for infringement of those arrangements is 

important to be explicitly sorted under the activity law. If there should arise an occurrence of 

infringement of the movement runs, the technique to be trailed by the concerned activity cop must 

be set down in a different arrangement of guidelines, shockingly rather existent in our nation, break 

of which strict procedural move should be made.  

 

Since in our nation, there is the standard misbehavior of pay off, the concerned movement expert, 

the BRTA ought to be given the duty to administer the exercises of the activity police by goodness 

of a Regulation issued by the overseeing specialists so observing through CCTV can be possible. 

So as to appear such an idea, strict tenets should be set adhering to specific directions to the activity 

police in halting vehicles disregarding movement flags just on explicit zones where CCTV 

observation is accessible. So as to guarantee that such system is trailed by the movement police, a 

senior individual from the observing group of the specific region should, in irregular visits, take 

record in a journal which is to be submitted to the activity controlling expert. Such observing might 

be reasonable if movement managing workplaces are worked in each police headquarters all 

through Dhaka City so all the movement police exercises for each flag can be checked by the 

significant specialist inside the ambit of that specific police headquarters.2 

 

  

 

  

                                                            
2 http://lib.buet.act.23456789 
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Chapter V 

 

Road accidents throughout the country 
 

The quantity of genuine or deadly street mishaps in Dhaka city and all through the nation has been 

various and achieved a tragically extraordinary dimension with the end goal that those occurrences 

needed to are still constantly hitting the features of papers.  

 

As indicated by a paper production of 'The Daily Star' on 3 July, 2018, the National Committee to 

Protect Shipping, Roads and Railways arranged the report guaranteeing that about 6,0021 others 

were harmed in 2,354 street crashes amid the January-June 2017 period. Among the people in 

question, 644 are ladies and kids, they said. In rally of the dead, 774 were people on foot who were 

kept running over and 547 motorcyclists. The association said 249 individuals were killed and 718 

were harmed in 212 street setbacks in 13 days (June 13 to 25) amid the Eid venture this year.  

 

In the 'Dhaka Tribune' on 3 January, 2018, it was distributed that somewhere around 4,285 

individuals, including 517 ladies and 539 youngsters, were slaughtered and 9,112 others harmed 

in 3,472 street mishaps crosswise over Bangladesh in 2017. The deadly mishaps occurred on a few 

interstates and national, between locale and territorial streets the nation over between the first of 

January and the 31st of December. The National Committee to Protect Shipping, Roads and 

Railways (NCPSRR), a non-government association, uncovered the data in its yearly study and 

perception report. The report was set up based on news distributed in 22 national dailies, 10 local 

papers and eight online news entrances and offices, said an official statement.  

 

As indicated by the report, the quantity of street mishaps and setbacks expanded in 2017 contrasted 

with 2016. A sum of 3,413 individuals, including 471 ladies and 454 kids, passed on and 8,573 

others harmed in 2,999 street mishaps in 2016.  

 

Also, it was distributed in the 'Dhaka Tribune' that the NCPSRR referenced nine essential purposes 

for the expanded number of mishaps and losses. The reasons are heedless driving, utilizing of 

three-wheeler vehicles and motorbikes, conveying travelers and merchandise in privately made 

automated vehicles, over-burdening and overwhelming damaging laws, not following activity 
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guidelines and control appropriately on long courses, long-term driving without break, gigantic 

unsafe defining moments and incapacitated streets, non-requirement of law to quit handling of 

unfit vehicles and utilizing incompetent drivers. Ashis Kumar Dey, General Secretary of NCPSRR, 

said that absence of appropriate supervision and individuals' mindfulness were the real 

explanations for the high number of street crashes.  

 

Driving rashly or perilously is illicit and in spite of area 144 of the Vehicles Ordinance, 1983, 

which states-  

 

'Whoever drives an engine vehicle at a speed or in a way which is risky to general society, having 

respect to every one of the conditions of the case including the nature, condition and utilization of 

where the vehicle is driven and the measure of activity which really is at the time or which may 

sensibly be required to be in the place, will be culpable on a first conviction for the offense with 

detainment for a term which may reach out to 1 [six months], or with fine which may stretch out 

to 3 [fivei hundred] Taka, and his driving permit will be suspended for a predetermined period, 

and for a consequent offense whenever submitted inside three years of the commission of a past 

comparable offense with detainment for a term which may stretch out to 3 [six months], or with 

fine which may reach out to 4 [one thousand] Taka, or with both, and his driving permit will be 5 

[suspended for a period not surpassing one month].'  

 

Transport driver Jamil Hossain was condemned to life detainment by a Manikganj court according 

to segment 304 of the Penal Code, 1860 for the demise of movie producer Tareque Masud and 

writer Mishuk Munier in a street mishap. In any case, the unfortunate casualty's family needed the 

charge to be surrounded under area 303 of the Penal Code, 1860 which permits the arrangement 

of capital punishment or life detainment. Shockingly, throughout recent years, discusses have been 

going ahead about what discipline ought to be settled for passings by street mishaps. The decision 

of Tareq and Mishuk passing case ought to be set for instance for comparative trails later on.  

 

We frequently get the news of specific street mishaps where the unfortunate casualty is either truly 

harmed or bites the dust because of rash driving by another. Out of a few such ongoing 

occurrences, some explicit street mishaps incorporate the demise of Rajibur Hossain, a 23-years 
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old undergrad, who lost his correct arm when a transport of Sahajahan Poribahon hit a BRTC 

twofold dacker transport stopped at SAARC hover on 2 April 2018 and later on kicked the 

bucket.Only seven days after Rajib's mishap, a transport crushed the correct leg of Runi Akhter, a 

MBA understudy, against the asphalt on the equivalent Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue. All the more 

as of late, after a deadly mishap of Syed Md. Masud Rana, a BUBT understudy, where he was kept 

running over by a transport, the dad of the perished, aside from a criminal body of evidence being 

started against the neglectful transport driver, asserted remuneration through an official courtroom 

for the passing of his child from the concerned expert including the episode, Dishari Paribahan. In 

regards to remuneration and a bearing towards the concerned experts including the Home Ministry, 

the Ministry of Road Transport, the Inspector General of Police, Dhaka Metropolitan Police 

Commissioner, BRTA and the proprietor of Dishari Paribahan to answer to the Rule inside about 

a month with regards to the development of an examination board for the specific occurrence and 

for some other episode in future.  

 

With respect to most recent occurrence, on 29 July 2018, amid a totally unsuitable race for travelers 

between two transports, neglectful driving by an incompetent transport driver brought about one 

of the transports furrowing into the group close to the incline of the Airport Road flyover 

murdering two understudies, Dia Khan am Mime and Abdul Karim Rajiv who were understudies 

of Shaheed Ramiz Uddin Cantonment College, and harming no less than nine others in the wake 

of being hit or keep running over. Following challenges in regards to the occurrence by 

understudies of a few schools, fomented understudies blocked streets prompting interruption of 

activity and turmoil bringing about additional few episodes.  

 

The ongoing occurrence conversing with two youthful lives might be an issue for dissent yet such 

fomentation from understudies is the impression of the whole country's dissatisfaction over the 

activity control framework in regards to guaranteeing legitimate checking of unique and 

substantial driving licenses following achieving fitting driving preparing and abilities, for a wide 

range of vehicles, keeping unfit vehicles from being utilized out and about alongside strict 

execution of the movement manages if there should be an occurrence of infringement. Such 

mishaps following neglectful driving, in Dhaka city and all through the nation on the interstates 
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for the most part amid surpassing, make it unsafe for individuals to move regular as, in such 

conditions, there remains an expanded plausibility of another disaster at any minute.3 

 

 

  

 

  

                                                            
3 http://www.prb.org/roadtrafficaccidentsincreasedramaticalluworldwise/ 
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Chapter VI 

 

The applicability of Tort Law in Bangladesh in Road Accident Cases 

 
It is indispensable for casualties of streets mishaps to know about their lawful rights. A criminal 

suit for an unfair demonstration for the most part centers around the discipline of the liable, where 

such discipline probably won't be of advantage to the harmed, other than mental fulfillment of 

bringing the guilty party inside equity and is eventually of advantage to the general public. 

Notwithstanding, where financial pay, including those for agony and enduring, doctor's visit 

expenses, lost of past and future wages, and same other evenhanded cures are looked for the 

pertinence of the law of tort emerges. In Bangladesh, street mishaps because of neglectful driving 

has expanded at a disturbing rate and disappointingly individuals endure the most in light of non-

application or an absence of legitimate utilization of tort law in street mishap cases. So as to 

broaden the utilization of the law of tort, contributory carelessness with respect to the harmed party 

is likewise an imperative factor to be considered.  

 

Despite the fact that the law of tort has not yet had a built up stage in the legitimate practice because 

of the absence of a center resolution concerning this zone, certain legal points of reference have 

been set down so as to perceive and extend the extent of looking for pay because of street mishaps. 

As indicated by data gave in the cash suit was recorded under the Fatal Accidents Act 1855, 

requested the concerned specialists to pay Tk.4.61 crore as remuneration to the group of the 

prestigious movie producer Tareque Masud, who kicked the bucket in a deadly auto collision in 

2011. As indicated by the incomparable Court arrange, in light of the standards of the law of tort, 

driver Jamil Uddin was requested to pay Tk.30 lacs, the organization which protected the transport 

needed to pay Tk.80,001 and proprietors of the vehicle needed to pay whatever is left of the cash 

in three months subsequent to getting the full judgment of the High Court.  

 

Moreover, in street mishap cases, petitioners may have a reason for activity under a frontier period 

resolution named the Fatal Accidents Act 1856, which has effectively been utilized in the past by 

auxiliary casualties of street mishaps so as to force vicarious obligation on an organization for the 

heedless driving of its representative, a point of reference concerning this region includes an 

ongoing instance of where in excess of 50 travelers kicked the bucket and in excess of 20 travelers 
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were harmed, is overflowing with potential liabilities in tort law. Along these lines, this occurrence 

can be considered up 'til now another significant need of having a powerful legitimate system for 

the law of tort in our nation.4 

 

 

  

 

                                                            
4 http:the-role-tprt-law-1582732 
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5 

Chapter VII 

 

The need of changes and execution of the road traffic law 

 
The whole street movement control framework shows up from the viewpoint to be unsystematic 

and confused. So as to manage and convey to uniform the street movement control framework, 

explicit lawful arrangements in regards to the kind of offenses alongside the pertinent discipline 

for infringement of those legitimate arrangements is essential. Over-populace is unquestionably a 

noteworthy disadvantage in legitimately executing the street activity law however in the event that 

the law can entirely be actualized, conceivably with the utilization of present day innovation, at 

that point it is plausible to control the whole street movement framework all through the city and 

after that all through the nation.  

 

As expressed in 'Bd Law News', since 2010 the administration has been attempting to overhaul the 

law as the current legitimate system can't convey order to the street transport division. In spite of 

the fact that a draft was prepared in 2011, it was dropped under strain from transport proprietors 

and laborers. After four years, the draft law on street transportation has been finished by the Road 

Transport and Highways Division.  

 

Be that as it may, the draft of the Road Transport Act did not recommend any different discipline 

for death through street mishap by carelessness of driver or heedless driving. The draft referenced 

that discipline for death through street mishap will be forced according to the Bangladesh Penal 

Code, 1861. Area 305 of the Pnal Code says-  

 

"Whoever submits guilty manslaughter not adding up to kill will be rebuffed with life detainment 

or detainment of the either portrayal for a term which might be reached out to ten years?"  

 

Segments 305 (An) and 305 (BA) expresses that greatest discipline will be five years and three 

years in prison for street mishap cases.  
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Throughout recent years, discusses have been going ahead about what discipline ought to be settled 

for passing’s by street mishaps. Kazi Md Shifun Newaz, associate educator “The decision of 

Tareque and Mishuk demise case ought to be set for instance for comparable trails later on. The 

draft of the Road Transport Act ought to think about recommendations in accordance with the 

case's decision to work in the avoidance of comparative mishaps." However, Ilias Kanchan, 

administrator of Nirapad Sarak Chai (We Demand Safe Road), stated: "We have been proposing 

to the legislature a ten-year detainment rather than three years according to area 4 (B) of the Penal 

Code in such manner." On the issue of discipline, Khandakar Enayetulla, Secretary General of 

Bangladesh Sarak Paribahan Malik Samity, stated: "We will just consent to charge surrounding 

under segment 304, if any examination officer concerned can demonstrate undoubtedly that the 

supposed driver caused the mishap deliberately."  

 

Since the street activity circumstance and the quantity of street mishaps ordinary has ascended to 

a heinous dimension, the ongoing episode, as previously mentioned, of 3 school child being kept 

running over and executed by a transport in Dhaka because of careless driving left the understudies 

no other decision yet to support their privileges of wellbeing on the streets. It originally activated 

across the board outrage via web-based networking media and after that prompted a rush of 

understudy challenges. A huge number of understudies rampaged of Dhaka, blocking streets and 

convergences, prompting gridlock in the city. The dissidents halted trucks, transports and autos, 

requesting. At one phase, understudies were likewise seen in being equipped for controlling 

activity in an orderly and trained way! Despite the fact that there have been sure occurrences 

concerning unapproved checking, the vast majority were satisfied to co-work with the adolescents.  

 

With the institution division in light of general society intrigue, so order and security on the streets 

of Dhaka and all through the nation. Be that as it may, without a strict execution of the street 

movement laws every one of the endeavors in lessening activity issues  futile. 6 

 

 

  

                                                            
6 http;//www.lawjournalbd.com/2018/08/ 
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Chapter VIII 

 

Conclusion 

 
In spite of the way that there have been a few noteworthy continuous undertakings and exercises 

did by the administration, it generally creates the impression that the moves should have been 

made by the legislature specialists isn't sufficiently adequate. The principle explanation for this is 

our nation, Bangladesh, amid the nearly brief term since freedom needed to is as yet persevering 

through a few political clash and distress, which eventually prompts innumerable monetary 

backfire. In spite of the fact that it is unquestionably upon the legislature to manage every one of 

the issues by instituting new laws and upholding those, it is likewise our obligation, as subjects, to 

go to bat for our rights as well as to co-work with the administration. Upholding specific laws, 

particularly the street activity law, would require exceptionally strict execution as there is 

numerous individuals who come up short on the fundamental understanding that unsafe street 

traverse spans are accessible, neglectful driving, disregarding movement rules, and so on., yet this 

usage would wind up more straightforward and increasingly successful in the event that we use 

our reluctance from our part in following rush hour gridlock guidelines and spread such 

comprehension of need for consistence rather than infringement alongside testing any 

disappointment by the administration with helpful analysis and proposed activities required so the 

chance to amend such disappointments can legitimately and proficiently be managed. 
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